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Imagine you have set a task for yourself: to breed a larger
mouse.Takingevolutioninhand,youselectthebiggestmice
from your population eachgeneration.After a few years, no
surprise, you consistently have signiﬁcantly larger mice.
What allowed this change to happen? The genetic diver-
sitythatmakesevolutionpossiblecomesfromtwodominant
sources: new, adaptive mutations and standing genetic var-
iation. In our mouse experiment, the source of diversity
wouldalmostcertainlybevariationpresentinthepopulation
before we began tinkering. If, however, the selection lasted
a long time, might novel, new mutations take a compara-
tively larger role? What role, if any, would the population’s
effective size play in shaping the evolutionary pathway?
Biologists have puzzled over such questions since popu-
lation genetics took the stage in the 1930s. A study, seeking
to address adaptation’s role in evolution, was recently pub-
lished in Genome Biology and Evolution (Gossmann et al.
2012). The study, which uses a new, favorably received sta-
tistical method, also uses data from species comparisons
some researchers ﬁnd questionable.
For many years, biologists have expected that species
withgreaterreservoirs ofgeneticdiversity,orlargereffective
population sizes, are faster at adapting to environmental
change. ‘‘Although there’s been some evidence of this in
the past,’’ says Adam Eyre-Walker, a paper coauthor, ‘‘we
realized that the way people—including ourselves—were
quantifying the rate of adaptive evolution was incorrect.
It confounded two things, either of which could be affected
by population size.’’
In the past, researchers have used the proportion of dif-
ferences between species as a measure of how much
changeisattributabletoadaptiveevolution.‘‘You’remaking
a statement about two things simultaneously in looking at
that statistic,’’says Eyre-Walker, a professor in the School of
Life Sciences at the University of Sussex. If, for example,
a scientist says 30% of the amino acid differences between
two species are due to adaptive evolution, he or she is also
making a statement about the other 70%—assuming that
percentage has little to no effect on ﬁtness. But, says Eyre-
Walker, ‘‘it’s actually a simple thing to just say something
about the adaptive changes, without saying anything about
the neutral ones. As a consequence, you’re asking the
question in the correct way.’’
In this work, to tease apart adaptive and neutral evolu-
tion, the team used nucleotide polymorphism and diver-
gence data from 13 independent pairs of eukaryotic
species. Prior to this point, researchers have generally found
a correlation between the proportion of substitutions driven
by positive selection and population size, though the ques-
tion is not answered deﬁnitively. Using this new method of
inquiry, the team ﬁnds the same thing—adaptive evolution
matching population size.
Toni Gossmann, lead author and PhD student in Eyre-
Walker’s laboratory, thinks that the new way of measuring
adaptive evolution will inﬂuence other researchers. ‘‘People
tried to address the same question before,‘‘ Gossmann
writes, ’’however they looked at few species or looked at
species comparisons—partly with inconclusive results. Con-
sequentlyweweretheﬁrst onestodoametaanalysisacross
multiple taxa from different phylogenetic groups.’’
Someofthesecomparisons,however,areunsatisfyingfor
other researchers.
‘‘I’m not overwhelmingly convinced by the evidence in
their paper,’’says Brian Charlesworth of the Institute of Evo-
lutionary Biology at the University of Edinburgh. Charles-
worth, whose laboratory generated some of the data
used in the Gossmann et al. paper, says important consid-
erations have been left out.
According to one view of evolution, argued by theoret-
icians such as John Gillespie, the rate of protein sequence
evolution is mainly driven by the rate that the environment
changes. A reservoir of neutral mutations lies resting in the
population. As surroundings change, some of these neutral
mutations become favorable and spread.
Now, as a twist, Charlesworth also argues that favorable
mutations likely get in each other’s way if they appear in the
same genomic region. If that region is unlikely to recombine,
they have a hard time spreading through the population.
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GBE‘‘There is quite a lot of evidence that regions of the genome
where there is relatively little genetic recombination, are—in
fact—missingoutonadaptiveevolution,’’Charlesworthsays.
‘‘ButthisisnotmuchdiscussedintheGossmannetal.paper.’’
Also, some of the species compared in their analysis do
not illustrate their point well, says Charlesworth. For exam-
ple, the team uses the species Drosophila miranda, a species
with low effective population size, for polymorphism data
and compares it with Drosophila afﬁnis for divergence data.
They then estimate how much adaptive evolution is occur-
ring, ascribing the difference to D. miranda.
‘‘But actually,’’says Charlesworth, ‘‘Drosophila miranda is
quite a long ways away from Drosophila afﬁnis, so for all we
know all that evolution is not going on in Drosophila mi-
randaanditscommonancestorwithDrosophilapseudoobs-
cura. It could be occurring between the common ancestor
of miranda and pseudoobscura with Drosophila afﬁnis.’’
Charlesworth also takes exception with several other
comparisonsusedbytheteam.‘‘Ithinktheymadeamistake.
They’re ignoring the fact that divergence from another spe-
cies has nothing much to do with the effective population
size that they’re estimating for their species from which
they’re collecting the polymorphism data. [...] I think
they’ve jumped the gun a bit and tried to do something that
we can’t really do at the moment. We don’t have adequate
data to make the comparisons.’’
Although the team stands behind their work, they con-
cede that some of the criticisms may be justiﬁed. They are,
they say, simply estimating current effective population size.
Ideally, they would know the effective population size over
the whole divergence history of two species. But, writes
Eyre-Walker, they do not think their methods set up any sys-
tematic bias.
‘‘It’s actually surprising that there is a highly signiﬁcant
correlation despite the obvious shortcomings in the data,’’
he writes. ‘‘However, we would like to emphasize that the
analysis is only the second attempt to address what is an
important question. We don’t pretend that the analysis is
perfect.’’
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